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cleaner than natural gas
Dear Friends,

With natural gas 
prices soaring 
because of high 
demand and tight 

supplies, it doesn’t 
make economic 

sense to 
convert 
from oil heat 

to natural gas. If you’re thinking about 
converting from oil, reach out to us about 
converting to propane gas, which is a much 
better option.

First, the primary component of natural 
gas is methane. When released into the 
air, methane has a global warming effect 
28 times that of carbon dioxide over a 
100-year period. In comparison, propane 
contains zero methane.*

Second, propane prices have increased 
less than other energy sources. 

While it’s not totally insulated from 
market fluctuations, it’s more stable, price-
wise, than other fuels. And most of it is 
produced in the U.S.

Another American-made heating fuel 
we’re proud to offer is our B20 Bioheat 
Plus® fuel. This is a blend of biodiesel and 
traditional petroleum-based heating oil. 
Biodiesel is often made from vegetable 
oils or animal fats and is considered a 
biogenic fuel that reduces carbon 100% 
compared to natural gas. Natural gas takes 
carbon stored in the ground and puts 
100% of that carbon into the atmosphere. 
In comparison, the combustion of biofuels 
and other biogenic energy sources actually 
recycles carbon dioxide emissions through 
renewable plant materials and other 
biomass feedstocks.**

Using B20 Bioheat Plus fuel to warm 
your home also saves you money. 

Your heating system will not only burn fuel 
more efficiently; it will also last longer and 
require fewer repairs.

Bioheat fuel is one of the fastest-
growing alternative fuels in the country. 
Our heating oil customers can count on 
getting this premium, clean-burning fuel 
with every delivery we make.

Warmly,

David O’Connell
President

Sources: 

* Propane Education and Research Council.

** National Oilheat Research Alliance, “Developing a 
Renewable Biofuel Option for the Home Heating 
Sector,” 2015.

help us reach you 
when it’s urgent
It’s more important than ever 
to make sure we have your correct email 
and cell phone number on file. This ensures that 
we can get in touch with you right away about anything 
that could affect our operations, like a pending blizzard, 
staff shortages due to sickness, etc.

We don’t — and never will — give your personal 
information to anyone else. To provide us with your 
current contact information, just visit our website and 
click My Account or go to the Contact Us page. 

No purchase necessary. A purchase will not increase chance of winning.

We could all use some extra money in our wallets. 
Here’s a chance to boost your budget.

Just read this newsletter and answer the questions 
at WilsonOilandPropane.com/contest 
to enter. All entries received by 5/18/23 with 
the correct answers will be entered into a 
drawing for a $500 gift card. Three winners 

will be selected!

Visa gift card
WIN a $500 



Save Money — Don’t Make These Six Mistakes
It’s only natural that everyone is trying to save money while, at the same time, keeping their home comfortable.  

But there are right ways and wrong ways to do that.  Here is some advice.

Turning off the heat in some rooms
One common mistake we see people make is when they drastically reduce or 

completely shut off the heat in different parts of their homes.

While you might think this will save you a little on heating costs, shutting off the heat creates the possibility that 
water pipes may freeze — especially in poorly insulated rooms or rooms with water pipes located in exterior walls. 
As you might expect, frozen pipes that burst cause extensive water damage. 

If you have a furnace, shutting off some vents can disrupt normal air flow, causing an imbalance that will just make 
your furnace work harder, wasting money and straining your ductwork.

What’s the answer? It’s best to keep heat flowing to all the rooms in your home. A better idea is to keep the 
temperature at a comfortable level throughout your home and program it to energy-saving settings when the 
house is empty or everyone is asleep.

If you have a zoned system, you can vary the temperature in different rooms, eliminating the temptation of 
shutting the heat off completely in parts of your home.

Trying to make your heating  
system work faster

When their home feels chilly on a cold night, some people 
turn their thermostat up as high as it will go, thinking their home will get warm faster.

That’s a mistake. Your heating system doesn’t work like a car — there is no gas pedal 
to make it go faster. Your system will produce heat at the same rate regardless of whether your 
thermostat is set to 68 degrees or 85 degrees. (Setting the thermostat higher just makes your 
system work longer and burn more fuel.)

What’s a better way? For better temperature control, trade in your old manual dial thermostat 
for a digital programmable one. This allows you to automate your home temperature settings and 
can help you reduce your energy use, with savings as high as 10% per year. 

Neglecting your heating oil or propane system
If you have a warm-air oil or propane furnace, change or clean the filter on a regular 
basis during the heating season. A filter clogged with dust compromises efficiency and can cause your 
furnace to shut down.

If you have an older oil- or propane-fired steam boiler, check the water gauge periodically. Low water 
levels are a leading cause of boiler shutdowns. You should also flush your steam boiler when 

the water in the gauge looks rusty. If you have a modern oil- or propane-fired hot water 
boiler, the boiler’s automatic filling system should maintain the proper water level.

And of course, you should always schedule professional preventive maintenance 
(ideally, in the spring), so you don’t have to worry about a breakdown or big repair 
bills. Regular service also improves efficiency, helping you to conserve fuel —  

and save money.

Not saying good-bye 
to an old system

If your boiler or furnace is at least 15-20 years old, think about 
replacing your heating system soon. The performance and reliability of heating 

equipment typically deteriorates after 15 years (sooner if maintenance has 
been neglected.)

At minimum, a new system should help you save up to 20% on your annual 
heating costs. If you significantly improve system efficiency, savings can be 
even higher. That could mean hundreds of dollars in savings each year.

Additionally, you can finally stop paying for expensive repairs and escalating 
maintenance costs for your old system.

Overusing electric  
space heaters

Some people choose to shut off 
their furnaces (or turn their thermostat 

way down) and switch on electric space heaters in their most frequently 
used rooms. But doing this vastly increases the chance of frozen pipes. 
Overusing electric space heaters can also make your utility bill soar. 
(Electricity is expensive!)

There is nothing wrong with using a space heater for some extra 
warmth when you need it. But if you do use a portable heater, always 

turn it off when you leave the room or go to sleep. Always keep pets 
and children away from space heaters. And make sure you keep your 

space heater away from anything flammable!

Doing your own repairs
Over the years, we’ve seen some costly —  
and dangerous — consequences when someone 
tries to do their own repairs on a malfunctioning heating system 
or appliance.

These types of repairs present unique challenges that more often than not require 
extensive training and sophisticated diagnostic equipment to assess and fix. 

So, the next time you need a heating system repair, don’t attempt to do it yourself. 
It’s well worth it to call in a certified technician who has the training, experience and 

tools to find and fix your problem quickly, correctly and safely.
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Snapshot
Gerald Kuller is celebrating his 10th anniversary 
as our professional HVAC sales consultant this year. Altogether, he 
has 25 years of experience in the home comfort business. 

In this capacity, he consults with our residential and light 
commercial customers to help them assess their needs. He then 
makes recommendations for equipment replacements or add-on 
systems to improve their comfort and energy efficiency.

“I’ve known David O’Connell since grade school,” 
says Gerald. “It’s a real pleasure to work with him at 
a family-owned business that takes care of both its 
customers and employees.” 

Away from work, Gerald enjoys many outdoor 
activities, from horseback riding, hunting and 
fishing to kayaking, biking and skiing.

breathe easier, 
save money

Our Aeroseal duct-sealing 
process provides a proven way 
to stop ducts from leaking and ensure 
a healthier environment for your home. Here are three 
things you should know about this nontoxic solution for 
cleaner indoor air and lower energy bills.

1.  Aeroseal can eliminate excessive dust that seems to 
come out of nowhere. (Leaky ductwork is usually 
the culprit!)

2.  If you have rooms that never feel comfortable, 
Aeroseal could very well be the solution.

3.  Aeroseal can help you 
save up to 30% on 
your energy bills.

Interested? Go to our 
website, click the HVAC 
pages, go to Duct Sealing and 
complete the Comfort Survey. If you 
prefer, simply call us to get started.

Once we hear from you, we’ll 
schedule a FREE duct leakage 
inspection. Schedule this service before 
March 31, 2023, and we’ll give you a 
$250 discount on our award-winning 
Aeroseal duct-sealing service.

the best way to cut heating costs
The best way to save money on fuel costs 

is to upgrade your heating system. If your 
equipment is over 15-20 years old, you’re 
likely missing out on efficient technologies 
that can conserve fuel and reduce your 
annual heating costs by 20% or more. 

Not only will you save money on 
heating your home for years to come; 
you may also qualify for immediate 
savings. Right now, you can save a lot 

of money with upgrade incentives when you install a 
qualifying heating system.

This includes federal tax credits. As part of the 
Inflation Reduction Act, you can receive a federal 
tax credit of up to $600 for installing qualifying 
energy-efficient heating oil or propane furnaces, 
boilers and water heaters in 2023. You can go to 
EnergyStar.gov to learn more.

Please call or go to our website to 
request a FREE estimate.

in this issue: what burns cleaner than natural gas? • breathe easier, save money

Gerald Kuller,  
Professional HVAC 

Sales Consultant

Special Offer!
Schedule a FREE duct leakage 

inspection by March 31, 2023, and 
qualify for a $250 discount on our 

Aeroseal duct-sealing service.


